
 
 

• Decoration 

• Union Jacks 

• Song Sheets 

• Quiz paper 

• Bingo Tickets 

• Duo 

• Letter S Envelope 

• Guess The Ages 

• Sweets In A Jar 

• Bubbly 

• Prizes 
 
Over View  
The night should be advertised as a ‘knees-up’ evening.  The duo can play sets 
before and after the event to set the mood or have a ‘Knees–up’ CD playing 
(such as Chas & Dave). 
 
Decorate the room with Union Jack Bunting and red, white and blue balloons.  
Place on each table, song sheets, small quiz answer sheets, Individual bingo 
sheets and Union Flags.  This should be done a couple of hours prior to the 
event to set the mood. 
Equipment 
 
 
When opening the evening, start with the band performing ‘Lambeth Walk’ or 
‘Umm Pa Pa’.  They will then introduce the comperes for the evening.  Make a 
big thing of coming onto the stage.  Try and set the mood of the event from 
the very beginning.  Explain about the competitions as simply and quickly as 
possible, and then go straight into a sing–a–long. 
 
After the sing–a–long, introduce the girl in the nerve centre. This is the person 
with the hardest job of the evening as she has to mark all the quiz and 
competition answers. 

The Lock In – Great British Pub Night 
 
The Song 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Round The UK 
After the duo introduces the host on stage, it is always good to find out where 
people are from. Ask if there is anyone from Ireland, then you could have a bit 
of banter with the crowd. Then, you should play the Irish song, and get the 
Irish people to sing along. You should repeat this for Wales, England and 
Scotland. 
Songs: 

• Irish Rover – Ireland 

• Delilah – Wales 

• Alice – England 

• 500 Miles – Scotland 
 
The Letter S 
At the beginning of the evening seal in an envelope, a song title beginning with 
the letter ‘S’ (suggestion ‘Simply The Best’).  Throughout the evening when you 
have a lull in activities go back to this competition and ask the audience what 
they think it is.  Have your assistant compere go around with a roving 
microphone and prime the Duo to try and play the suggested song as soon as 
it has been suggested.  Sing along with the song.  Try and get the guest to sing 
on the microphone and if they are any good get them to come up to the front 
of the stage and perform the song.  Keep the guess the S going all night, if 
someone guesses early on the correct answer, keep their guess till the end, 
move on to another song and come back to them later in the evening, and 
award the prize and of course – Sing the Song! 
 
 
Sweets in the Jar 
Throughout the evening, guests can come up to the nerve centre and guess 
how many sweets are in the jar. 
 
Guess The Ages Of The Duo 



Throughout the evening, guests can come up to the nerve centre and guess 
the combined ages of the Duo members. 
 
The Managers Coming 
Near the beginning of the evening explain that the Manager has said this is to 
be the last pub night, as the crowd before - everyone was boring.  However, 
you have managed to persuade the Manager to give you one more try.  If he 
walks through at any point in the evening prime the guests to get out of their 
seats dance and party.  Have the Duo play the classic party music just for 30 
seconds to get people on their feet (Party song – “Is This the Way to Amarillo”).  
Have a code word to let the guests know you have seen the Manager such as 
a very subtle ‘Good Evening Sir’.  Do this throughout the evening, even if the 
Manager does not walk through; just explain you made a mistake and it was 
the bar manager or other gold host team members.  When the Manager does 
walk through, it will cause more excitement, and get the song played all the 
way through, and with people competing for the ‘noisiest table’ award, they 
will surely make a fuss. 
 
Noisy Table 
Through out the night offer a bottle of Bubbly to the noisiest table, walk round 
the room with it and get them to make some noise.  Don’t give it away until 
the end of the night and only then when you think somebody really deserves 
it. 
 
Quiz 
At various stages throughout the night, the person in the nerve centre asks 5 
questions and people have a minute after answering all five to bring their 
answers up to the table.  Have 3 rounds of five throughout the night and 
announce the winner towards the end of the event. 
 
Quick Quiz Questions 
 
“The Watering Hole” 
Can you name the TV show where these famous watering holes are from 
 

1. Rovers Return – Coronation Street 
2. The Queen Vic - EastEnders 
3. The Woolpack - Emmerdale 



4. The Duck in the Pond – Hollyoaks 
5. The Aidensfield Arms - Heartbeat 

 
“Cockney Rhyming Slang” 
Can you name these famous phrases just from the cockney versions? 
 

1. Apples and Pears – Stairs 
2. Dog and Bone – Phone 
3. Adam and Eve – Believe  
4. Havin’ a Butchers – Look 
5. Boat Race – Face 

 
“I wish I was a Londoner” 
Can You Name these famous London Lanmarks from the following clues 
 

1. I keep the time and house a large bell – Big Ben 
2. Wills and Kate got Married in me – Westminster Abbey 
3. You can take a trip on me in one of my pods – London Eye 
4. Nelson stands here on his column – Trafalgar Square 
5. The Queens House – Buckingham Palace 

 
Silly Bingo (Stand Up – Sit Down Bingo) 
If you are working with quite a tricky crowd, this quick fun ice breaker game 
can be brilliant to break the ice. It works in the opposite way that bingo works, 
everyone starts by standing up, and the caller calls the numbers, if you have a 
number on your ticket you have to sit down, the last person standing is the 
winner. 
To add more fun, you can set little challenges to the guests if they realise they 
are out, like extra points for throwing the biggest strop if they have to sit down, 
or sing a song if they have to sit down. 

 
Sing-a-long Song Suggestions 
 
Guess the S 
Simply the Best 
Sweet Caroline 
Summer of 69 
Sweets for my Sweets 



Sweet Sixteen 
Sixteen Beautiful and your mine 
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious 
Shine 
Smile 
Sugar Pie Honey Bunch 
Something Tells I’m In to Something Good 
Saw Her Standing There 
Shoop Shoop Song 
Shout 
Suspicious Minds 
Summer Holiday 
Stupid Cupid 
 
 
In the Evening Songs 
High Ho Silver Lining 
Day Dream Believer 
Penny Arcade 
Brown Girl in the Ring 
Do-Wha-Diddy 
Ob-La-Di 
Love Grows Where My Rosemary Goes  
Heartbeat 
 
End of the night Songs 
Always look on the bright side of life 
My Way 
The Wonder Of You 
Angels 
New York New York 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


